RICHARD BLOODWORTH


P.O. Box 2907
Athens, Georgia 

(404) 546-7021

VISUAL ART
Painting and drawing 

All Ages





	Richard Bloodworth received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in painting and drawing from the University of Georgia and has also attended Georgia State University and the Georgia Institute of Technology.  He has lived and worked in Atlanta and Athens, Georgia and has traveled extensively around the United States and Europe where he studied, under scholarship, with the University of Georgia's studies abroad program in Cortona, Italy.  His artwork has included architectural renderings, portraits, commissioned paintings and murals, illustrations, graphic design, lithography, and film making and animation.  Clients include Emory University and the University of Georgia as well as architects, advertising agencies, and private individuals.




	Drawing-- from observation, nature, and imaginary constructs; elementary introduction of perspective,	 contour and gesture drawings.
	
	Painting--color theory, introduction to painting media, especially oil, acrylic, and watercolor.

	Animation-- making an animated class film on Super 8 film utilizing 3 dimensional objects and drawings, including filmed flip books.

	Film making-- possible documentary filming of community activities.  Also, possible student acted film.

	3 Dimensional art-- sculpture and architectural model-making. 
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